
How Influencers Reinforced IPL 2020? 
Things to Know Before You Plan your IPL 2021- Influencer Campaign Strategy



is one of the Biggest festive Season of 
India and it’s one of the  biggest 

Marketing opportunities for Brands 

IPL



Last year we witnessed a lot of Brands Creating Content 
around IPL and amplifying by leveraging influencers or 
celebrities to share the content among their followers 
across Social Networks.; effectively flooding the internet 
with brand messaging during the IPL Season 

During IPL Season, we saw 146.6 M+ Influencer 
Posts on Instagram and Twitter

Influencers were so voluble around IPL and we saw 
622 K+ posts on IPL, IPL teams and the players. 
Out of 622 K+ posts, Brands leveraged and spread 

their Brand Message through 16.2 K+ posts

(Influencer Posts during IPL) 
146.6 M+

622 K+

16.2 K+

(IPL Related Influencer Posts) 

(Brand Related IPL Posts 
from Influencer) 



Around 82.8% of Influencers Branded 
Content was on Twitter followed by 

remaining 17.14% on Instagram

Last year, 69.71% of Brand Messages were 
in the Text Format as most of the 

conversations were on Twitter

Instagram as a Platform saw a mix of  
Influencer content in a blend of 77%  

Images and 22.9% Videos

Twitter led the race amongst platforms as real time updates 
were shared and discussed

Texts Videos Images

69.7%

6.25%

24%



CONTENT ANALYSIS
PLAYERS

TEAMS

The No. of Conversations that revolved around IPL majorly 
includes the Top Players like Kohli, Dhoni and Rohit Sharma

Teams like CSK,MI and RCB had the most 
conversations during the last IPL Season.

OFFERS/DISCOUNTS/
VOUCHERS

2020 IPL Season had witnessed a lot of 
conversations on Offers and Discounts 

Conversations

274 K+ 

Conversations

522 K+ 

Conversations

3.1 K+ 

Conversations
22.3 K+ 

MATCH UPDATES

Highly Engaging Conversations happened 
on Twitter and Instagram around  Match 

Updates



TOP BRANDS THAT LEVERAGED 
IPL 2020 SEASON ON  

Brands that received Low Influencer 
mentions during 2020 IPL Season

Brands that received Medium Influencer 
mentions during 2020 IPL Season

Brands that received High Influencer 
mentions during 2020 IPL Season



TOP BRANDS THAT LEVERAGED 
IPL 2020 SEASON ON  

Brands that received Low Influencer 
mentions during 2020 IPL Season

Brands that received Medium Influencer 
mentions during 2020 IPL Season

Brands that received High Influencer 
mentions during 2020 IPL Season



BRAND FAVOURITE CATEGORIES OF 
INFLUENCERS 

On Twitter, Brands leveraged Influencers from Arts and Entertainment 
followed by Sports. Twitter saw Brands leveraging Tech Influencers too in 

the 2020 IPL Conversations

Brands leveraged Influencers from Arts and Entertainment category 
followed by Sports on Instagram. Food & Drink, Fashion and LifeStyle 

Influencers were also Brand Favourites in the 2020 IPL Season



INFLUENCER CATEGORIES WITH HIGHER ENGAGEMENT & REACH

A large Number of Influencers were Used from the Food, Travel & Lifestyle Categories however the 
Engagement and Reach were in the Arts and Sports Categories. Overall we saw a rise in 

Engagement and Reach for Sports Influencers both on Instagram and Twitter. 

Arts & Entertainment

Music

Sports

Dance

Engagement Reach

ON INSTAGRAM ON TWITTER

35.3% 41.4%

1.4% 5.7%

51.6% 31.9%

1.5% 3.4%

Engagement Reach

Sports

Technology

Arts & Entertainment

Humour/Comedy

Engagement Reach

78.9% 72%

1.1% 3.2%

12.9% 13.7%

0.7% 3.1%

Engagement Reach



ACTIONABLE INSIGHT FOR 
IPL 2021 SEASON

Influencer/Celebs from Sports, Arts and 
Entertainment, Humour-Music and TV 

Celebs have higher Engagement and Reach

Pre-Campaign Analysis of Influencers  -  
Knowing the Estimated Eng. Rates along 
with other metrics can help identify the 

most relevant Influencers for your 
Campaign

Twitter is the most used Platform 
during IPL. However, Instagram stays as 

the top platform for creating more 
engaging content. 

Texts on Twitter and Images on Instagram  
are preferred over other Content Formats, 

however this entirely depends on the 
Campaign Messaging and reels has taken 

influencer marketing by storm!

IPL Season is a Battle for Brands. All Brands rope in Influencers to give Authenticity, 
Engagement and Higher Relevant Reach to their Campaigns. Each year, the number of 

marketers using Influencers is increasing exponentially



A great new way to stand out of the clutter with  30 
second videos that take over the entire screen. 

Reels has the potential of getting the content visible 
not only just followers but also to be made available 

in the explore session

NEW EXPERIMENTS TO 
TRY IN IPL 2021

AR FILTERSREELS
AR Filters are highly engaging, momental and 

helps to garner more UGC interactions 

AR filters have an average engagement which is 
four times more than a video content and now 

can be used on reels! 



How can a Brands leverage REELS?

Through songs and jingles!
The audio in a reel of yours can be used by anyone else 
to make a video, neatly aligning all the UGC under the 
audio file! 
Perfect for dialogues, jingles, anthems and songs!  

Through engaging filters that can be used by influencers and 
regular people alike! They can be of various forms and 
incorporate branding, contests and games too!



How can Brands Leverage Audio/Anthem in Reels?
Jingles, dialogues, Anthems!

Brand audio not in the Instagram 
Library?
Not a problem!

All you need to do is upload a Reel 
with the 15 second audio on the brand 
handle!

Influencers will take the audio from the 
brand handle to make their own reel, 

The best part? 
the control and link back will always be 
to the brand Reel! 

The original UGC with the 
audio file

Create you’re 
own



How can Brands Leverage Filters to generate UGC?

Filter possibilities are endless!

- With the possibility to make filters (Which are hosted 
on the brand page of course) brands can take over 
an influencers content to clearly communicate their 
messaging in a simple, fun and visible manner!

- They can be of various types, be it a game, gesture 
controlled or as simple as a contest!

- Have a Jingle that you want to make viral? 
         Filters can carry audio too!



And where can these filters be accessed by influencers and users?

On the brand or 
influencer home page

Directly via the 
influencers reel 

Av access to everyone 
who has used the filter

Directly available in the 
effects tab of Reels



AR Filter Possibilities

AR GAME

AR QUIZ
A quiz where you pick your answer by moving your head with your face gestures.

It can engage and encourage your followers to get to know your product better.

USER-GENERATED CONTENT
AR effects make for a great source of user-generated content. Original creations,

artful references to brands’ identity, neat costumes – the only thing that’s left to

do is to encourage your followers to take a selfie and submit it for the contest!

Most of the AR games have a simple mechanics where your face gestures are 

used as a controller and the goal is to get as many points as possible.



INTERACT WITH GESTURES



THANKS!
Do you have any questions?

Get in Touch with us to get more Insights & to execute 
Large, Creative and Engaging Campaigns in IPL 2021.

priya@qoruz.com 
+91  9620 316 721
www.qoruz.com

http://www.qoruz.com/

